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SEVEN OAKS TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION

Message from SOTA President– Leslie Deck
A month ago I was reading through past Acorn articles and came across the June 1996
Acorn. The headline reads, “MTS Rally ----June 15th, 1996.” Below the headline is a picture of the
legislative grounds, covered in a sea of people holding placards that read “Education Is an Investment In Our Future”. In the middle of that sea of people is a large banner--Seven Oaks Teachers’
Association. Yes, the very same banner that was present at this year’s SOTA booth at the Divisional Day!
Below the picture, the caption reads, “A rally at the legislative grounds on Saturday, June 15 th drew between 2500 and 3000 teachers, students, parents and other supporters of public education........Seven Oaks Teachers have reason to be proud as a tremendous group of teachers with friends and family attended to show our displeasure with the policies regarding public education that are being pledged by the current government.”
Turning the page, I read “from the President”--written by Pat Isaak, SOTA President at that time. Her article discusses the passing of Bill 22, Bill 2 and Bill 72--bills all passed, not in consultation with teachers, but imposed
on all teachers. Bill 22 and Bill 72 had a profound impact on our profession – thankfully repealed four years later
largely because of the efforts of teachers.
As Pat states: “Teachers, we must not be caught off guard on these issues.....We must make sure there is
accountability.......Teachers can no longer rely on others to protect our interests.......We are in the eye of a storm.
How we weather the storm will depend on our individual commitment and on our collective dedication to the teaching profession and to public education.”
It is significant that words written in June of 96 are as relevant today as they were back then! SOTA has
come full circle. Again, we are in the eye of a storm; a storm that has been brewing over the last number of years
that has touched each and every teacher in Seven Oaks. What has made it possible for me, as your President, to
navigate and endure this storm, is the strength and courage that has come from each and every member of SOTA.
In meetings with the Government, the Board, and the School Division, SOTA members have had the individual and
collective courage to sit down and listen, and the courage to stand up and speak.
A week after writing this article, your table team, your SOTA Executive and I, will be sitting in an arbitration
hearing, knowing we have overwhelming support of our members. I am proud to be a member of SOTA and proud
of the courage and support that these teachers, volunteering their time, have given the Association this past year.
When all is said and done, a collective agreement will be imposed on us. But, as Pat reminded us, our individual
commitment and collective dedication to our profession and to public education will enable us to come out of this a
stronger, more united Association than going in; for we have relied on our own voices to reaffirm and protect our
interests.
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Martin Luther King Jr. said, “The ultimate
measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but where he
stands at times of challenge and controversy.” We
can hold our heads high.
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2012 Extended Health/Dental/Vision Benefit Plan Update

Jamie Krutkevich Slight—Past President
Every year, in December and late May/early June, there is a meeting with PWI, the insurance agency that administers our
Equitable Life, Extended Health, Vision, and Dental Insurance. You have four SOTA reps to the Advisory Committee, which is
made up of reps from other employee groups and members from the Divisional Senior Administration. The insurance analysis is based on a one-year period, April 1 – March 31.
SOTA History
Monthly
premium
$110

SOTA Monthly
cost
$55

SOTA
annual cost
$660

Percent
increase
n/a

Benefit change

$136.46

$68.23

$818.76

24.05%

n/a

July 1, 2008

$151.98

$75.49

$905.88

11.37%

n/a

July 1, 2009

$151.98

$75.49

$905.88

0%

n/a

December 1,
2009

$160.86

$80.43

$956.16

6.54%

-Added dental specialist fee guide

July 1, 2010

$170.80

$85.40

$1024.80

6.18%

-Increased paramedical coverage to $750/yr
n/a

July 1, 2011

$181.39

$90.70

$1088.40

6.21%

n/a

September 1,
2006
July 1, 2007

n/a

-Increased vision to $400/24 months

LIFE INSURANCE
Life Waiver Claimants:
Plan members who are collecting benefits under a long-term disability plan have their premiums for life insurance
waived. The insurer must consider the entire amount of benefits to be paid out should all of these plan members become
deceased. Thus, the more life waiver claimants there are, the higher the risk for the insurer.


March 31, 2012 – 38 life waiver claimants; total benefit cost $7.64 Million



March 31, 2011 – 29 life waiver claimants; total benefit cost $5.26 Million



March 31, 2010 – 19 life waiver claimants; total benefit cost $2.96 Million

Employee Data:


2012 renewal – 1392 employees (+47)



2011 renewal – 1337 employees (+55)



2010 renewal – 1290 employees

It is worth noting that in each year of the last 3 years, we gained approximately 50 employees but also had approximately
10 more life waiver claimants. In rough terms, for every 5 new employees we hired, one began claiming long-term disability
benefits.
Also of note for SOTA members: our life insurance rates are higher than teachers in the Manitoba Public Schools Employees Group Life Insurance Plan (MPSEGLIP) elsewhere in Manitoba – $0.20/$1000 of insurance vs $0.10/$1000 for other
teachers in Manitoba.
EXTENDED HEALTH BENEFITS
In total, 1456 families made claims under the EHB Plan for a total of 44,443 claims. This is an increase of 8.3%. The majority of claims cost less than $1000, however this year 20 families had claims in excess of $5000, which is unusual.
There were significant increases in paramedical usage, particularly chiropractor and massage.
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Paramedicals 2010-11: $428,264.84

Paramedicals 2011-12: $482,494.72 (an increase of $54,229.88 or 12.7%)


Chiropractor claims were up $29, 425.43 or 37.9% from last year




Massage claims were up $29, 695.71 or 17.3% from last year
Drug Claims have decreased $23,223.64 or 30.9% from last year

Historically, our paramedical usage has always been higher than the industry norm, but our drug costs have also always
been significantly less than expected.
In total, the cost of extended health claims increased $77,180.38 or 5.3% this year. There has been almost no inflation in
extended health service costs this year.
DENTAL
In total, 1204 families made dental claims this year, for a total of 18,740 claims. In PWI’s estimation, over 95% of employees are accessing dental benefits.


Basic Services increased $75,780.89 or 12.9% this year



Major Services decreased $11,157.48 or 9.1% this year



Orthodontia Claims decreased $12,824.26 or 20.2% this year



Total Dental Claims increased $74,114.12 or 9.6%



The Dental Fee Guide is increasing 4.3% next year.

You will recall that in 2009, the plan benefits were changed to allow for the Dental Specialist Fee Guide to be included as
well. The insurer has stated this has not had a significant impact on plan costs.
At our last meeting in December, we were asked to survey the membership about increasing the Orthodontia benefit from
$1500 to either $2000, $2500, or $3000. SOTA members overwhelmingly voted against any change to this benefit at this
point in time.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
At the last meeting, we asked PWI to run the numbers on the potential costs of including coverage for fertility treatments.
At this meeting, we were informed that for a lifetime maximum benefit of $3000, the cost would be $2.36/month. We have
not had a chance to discuss this information to any extent, and this is not a change that will be happening next year.
Paramedicals when traveling are only covered if it is an emergency or if you have pre-arranged the authorization with
Travel Assist. So, if you do not meet these criteria, your Oceanside massage may not be covered…
BOTTOM LINE


Life Insurance Premium Rate – No change



Extended Health Benefit Premium Rate – No change



Dental Benefit Premium Rate – 5.2% reduction ($3.30/month total or $1.65/member)

PWI has indicated that we can forego the premium decrease and increase our orthodontia coverage to $2500 lifetime. As
I stated previously, SOTA members overwhelmingly declined any increase to this benefit in January. In addition, our share of
the premiums jumped over $5/month last year, and now we’re being offered a reduction, which leads me to believe we’ve
been overpaying for the past 12 months.
In any case, your SOTA reps have shared your input with the advisory committee, but the Division makes the final decision.
For July 1, you can expect either a modest reduction in your premium rate or a modest improvement to orthodontia benefits.
If you have any questions or would like further information, please do not hesitate to contact me at
jamie.slight@sotamb.org. Please have a restful, relaxing summer and stay safe and healthy.
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SOTA Concluding Remarks - Arbitration 2012:
(Spoken By Tom Paci, MTS Department Head of Teacher Welfare, to the Arbitration Board)
We have now reached the end of our submission to the Arbitration Board.
On behalf of the Seven Oaks Teaches’ Association, I want to take this opportunity to make a few concluding remarks.
However, I want to first draw your attention to the table on p. 1029 of our submission.
The title of the table really says it all:
 Highest teacher workload in the Metro Region: 9.2 % higher than the regional average
 Lowest teacher salaries in the Metro Region: -0.9% lower than the regional average
 Fewest resources dedicated to students in the classroom in the Metro Region: 5.3% lower than the regional
average
This is the reality faced by teachers in the Seven Oaks School Division in 2012.
Over the past two days you have heard from my colleagues, Mr. Peters, Mr. Bell and Mr. Anderson, along with myself, in regards to the key priorities of the Association with respect to amending the Collective Agreement.
However, of most importance, you have heard from Diane Cameron and Shannon Plischke.
Unlike my colleagues and I, Diane and Shannon actually have to live with the day-to-day reality of teaching in the
Seven Oaks School Division. Every day, Diane and Shannon go to school and strive mightily to give their students,
and thus our society, the chance of a better future.
Diane and Shannon came here to tell you about their reality and the reality faced by their fellow teachers. They
came here to tell you about the importance of time. They came here to tell you about the importance of having time
to prepare. They came here to tell you about the importance of having time to fulfill their commitments to both their
students and their profession. They came here to tell you about the importance of having time to strike a balance
between the heavy demands of their work and the obligations to their families.
Ultimately, Diane and Shannon came here in the hope this arbitration board can, and will decide to better the professional lives of all teachers in Seven Oaks.
I think all of us should remember that, other than for the representatives of the Association who are sitting behind
me, the people with the most at stake in regards to the outcome of this arbitration are, in fact, not at this hearing.
Today, while we deliberate, hundreds of teachers went into schools across the Seven Oaks School Division and did
what we as a society expect them to do.
They did their jobs - A tough and demanding job. Sometimes, a frustrating job. Yes, sometimes, a rewarding job.
But, all times, an important job. An important job that has to be done if we as a society are to live with the outcome
of this arbitration.
On their behalf, it is our hope, and perhaps it is our plea, that this Arbitration Board makes that outcome one that
will put an appropriate value on the work of those teachers as we all as helping them to do their job.
Thank you.
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SOTA Negotiations
Three years ago, a call went out for those interested to join the SOTA Economic Welfare Committee to
volunteer their time in preparing our opening package. The committee members were: Jamie Krutkevich
Slight, Orah Moss, Brian Boychuk, Jeff Morris, Jeff Cieszecki, Gail Kress, Cheryl Zapisocki, Heather Oliver,
Barb Cerilli, Myron Tarasiuk and myself. Thank you for your time and attention in preparing an opening
package that addressed our members’ issues with respect to salary, benefits and working conditions.

For the past two years, the SOTA table team, Jamie Krutkevich Slight, Orah Moss, Jeff Morris, and Gail
Kress have put in countless volunteer hours working on behalf of the membership in striving to negotiate
a collective agreement and the extensive work in preparing our arbitration brief. Thank you for your personal sacrifice, your commitment to the process and your dedication to the teachers in 7oaks.

Finally, on behalf of approximately 900 SOTA members, I thank the entire MTS Teacher Welfare staff who
worked tirelessly to put together an extensive, well documented SOTA arbitration brief that addressed
our members’ concerns. A special thank you to; teacher welfare co-ordinator Marni Sharples, rebuttal
presenters MTS teacher welfare staff officers Glen Anderson and barb cummine, and the MTS arbitration
team, financial analyst Mike Bell, MTS teacher welfare staff officer Andrew Peters and MTS teacher welfare Department Head Tom Paci.
To everyone- - have a wonderful , restful summer!
Leslie Deck, SOTA President, Economic Welfare Chair
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Interesting Moments for a Newbie at the MTS AGM
What did I think of my first AGM? A question I was asked several times by delegates more experienced than myself. In sum, it was quite a learning experience.
I learned that teachers are amazing consumers of sugary and salty snack foods. The only time I’ve
seen more sugar and salt in one place was my daughter’s bedroom after Halloween. I am fairly certain these
food items are the engine that keeps the AGM humming.
It is interesting that one of my many jobs during my teaching career has been intercepting notes being
passed from student to student in my classroom. I then go to the MTS AGM only to find that teachers not only
pass notes to colleagues but they have student pages to run those notes to their colleagues (I won’t even discuss the amount of texting going on). I can only imagine what those students told their friends when they went
back to school on Monday.
I also came away from AGM with the knowledge that if they ever make a fitness test out of chair sitting, teachers will ace it. The discipline required to sit in one chair for hours on end incredible! Thank goodness
the hotel had the foresight to give us chairs with reclining backs or I would have needed physio by the end of
the weekend.
It also became apparent to me that teachers have an amazing gift for pushing parliamentary procedure
to the edge without going too far over. I learned that you are able go to the question microphone with a fiveminute preamble before actually asking the question. The question, invariably, turns out to be “don’t you
think?”
All kidding aside, my first AGM was an invaluable learning experience. For me, all the procedures, policy and resolutions, while important, were secondary to what was going on in the background. Listening,
watching and asking lots of questions of my colleagues gave me the most in-sight into the politics of the AGM
and my profession.
I learned that the problems and successes I am experiencing in my association are not unique. Other
teachers in other associations are going through the same things I am. This is an important thing to point out.
Teachers usually spend their time isolated in their classrooms and don’t often have the opportunity to see what
is going outside their doors let alone their school.
I was able to talk to people from other divisions about everything from class size and composition to
learning support, education funding to fundraising and how to work with government to get your points heard.
In fact, the availability of individuals
knowledgeable on almost any topic I
was concerned with left me feeling
very overwhelmed. It will take me
quite a while to digest all that I saw
and heard. Perhaps I’ll spend my
summer chewing on all this data.
Yeah, right!
Bryan Goods,
SOTA delegate at AGM
SOTA Member at Large 2012-2013
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The Manitoba Teachers’ Society: 93rd AGM 2012
The passion and dedication of approximately 300 teachers/delegates from various associations,
who represent the 1500 teachers of the province of Manitoba, was once again displayed at the 93 rd Manitoba Teachers’ Society Annual General Meeting. We, the VOICE, of Manitoba’s public school teachers
came together, and for three consecutive days worked hard to initiate and bring forth improvements to our
education system that we believe would benefit both the students and their teachers.
Many resolutions were presented, but the ones that captured a great deal of discussion included:
1. In light of the new government report card,
a) That the society lobby the provincial government for one half-day of student evaluation time per
reporting period, devoted solely to report card preparation, to come from the currently allotted
days for school administration/student evaluation. This resolution was unanimously passed.
b) That the society request the government provide report card exemplars for grades K – 12 in
both French & English languages. The purpose of the exemplars would be to demonstrate the
appropriate length, wording and content of anecdotal reports at all grade levels.
2. That the society lobby the government to not allow parents to opt out of any Manitoba Curriculum.
This resolution originated from the Equity and Social Justice standing committee
Finally, a resolution was put forth by our association (S.O.T.A.), regarding Block Funding/Formula Based
Funding.
3. That the society prepare a comprehensive plan to ensure that the Block Funding Pilot Project in
Seven Oaks is discontinued.

Detailed list of strategies to gather, analyze and share data with government, teachers in
SOTA, and across the Province

Data gathering will include, but not be limited to, comprehensive qualitative and quantitative information.

Specific timelines for completion of the work.
Further – that the information gathered in this process form the basis of a comprehensive report with
recommendations to government and that the report to be shared with government no later than
November 30, 2012. This resolution was nearly passed unanimously.
It will be exciting to see how these resolutions will play out.
Also, a point of interest to all members: The 2012 – 2013 MTS annual fee has been reduced by $47.00 (from
$882.00 to $835.00).
The rigorous, but enthusiastic resolution discussions reaffirm our direction
as an association. This was certainly
proven by the number of questions put
forth to provincial executive by our own
delegates/executive members. Needless to say, the Resolutions Committee,
particularly our new delegates/executive
members, found the whole experience
to be enriching, valuable, and inspiring.
Respectfully submitted,
Joyce Nault – Resolutions Committee
Co-chair
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Orientation Days Reminder from SOTA:


Orientation days are deemed “instructional days” as stated by the Division directive both to SOTA and the Department of Education, thus fall under the 5
1/2 hour instructional day in our collective agreement. Given this is an article
in the Collective Agreement, an individual SOTA member cannot voluntarily
extend the 5 1/2 instructional day and undermine the collective agreement.



To accommodate meetings with more than 22 students and to adhere to the 5
1/2 hour instructional day, the Division has offered to schedule orientation
meetings during a subsequent instructional day and release teachers from
their classrooms so that they can meet with families. Classes should be covered by substitutes or administrators.
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2012-2013 SOTA Executive
Members at large:
President: Leslie Deck

-Regan Bruce

Past President: Jamie Krutkevich Slight

-Bryan Goods

Vice President: Robert La Voie
Secretary: Elisha Dahl
Treasurer: Joyce Nault

-Mike Mann
-Darren Roy
-Derek Sholdice
-Hasmita Trivedi
-Kerri Waldbauer
-Elizabeth Walker

Thanks to our outgoing
SOTA executive members:
-Karen Mozdzen
-Catherine Johnson

www.sotamb.org
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Long Service Wine and Cheese – May 31st, 2012

Congratulations to our Members
Natalie Kunets

Karen Hartikainen

Verene Freund

Bonnie Hailstone

Peter Obendoerfer

Linda Kennedy

Philip Corrin

Marilyn Hosfield

Jane Nicholls

Joyce Mackay

Marianna Kiva

Rosmarie Todaschuk

Pamela Odaguchi

Edith Muzyka

Scott McGregor

Kim Kovacs

Lynda Brethauer Venton

Janice Hill

Penny Sue Klein
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Thank you to

Thanks to the GCCI catering staff for

Norm Gould for

the wonderful food, and to the SOTA

bringing

Wine & Cheese planning committee

greetings on

for a great evening!

behalf of MTS.

Congratulations to our retirees:
Ed Alexiuk

Martyn Doran

Philip McBurney

Cynthia Stevenson

Roberta Bandfield

Karen Hartikainen

Wendy Moglove

Maxine Swick

Wendy Bergman

Robert Holmes

Margaret Mulvenna

Zoe Thompson

Cindy Blicq

Jean-Joseph Ismé

Heather Oliver

Irene Wallis

Cindy Burkett

Charlotte Livingston

Janet Peters

Rhonda Youell

Valery Czarnecki

Rosemary Martel

Carol Stankey
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Science Is Among Us:

ACORN
Exploring the Inner City Science Centre

This past February we were invited to visit and experience the Inner City Science Centre. The Centre is housed in Niji
Mahkwa School and is open to all schools, English and French, regardless of their divisional affiliation. The University of Manitoba ’ s Faculty of Medicine funds the Centre.
In a University news release the Centre was described as a place to:

“ . . bring students together with university professors, graduate students, and science enthusiasts, using the same
sophisticated equipment as the medical campus. The Centre promotes science and medical literacy among the public and
educators, serving as an on-site teaching and training location for excellence in science. ”
http://umanitoba.ca/news/blogs/blog/2009/12/10/news-release-inner-city-science-centre-opens/
Dr Francis Amara is the person responsible for starting and sharing this enterprise. In the same news release he
states his reason for starting the facility. Dr Amara ’ s vision is to have more satellite labs open. He has the funds, but he
needs the building space.

“ T his community science facility is a place where everybody who wants to learn science can do so, for free. ”
The province of Manitoba also provides grants for hands on science from K-12 but that is done by an application
process. The Inner City Science Centre is free! We believe that this is good way to access quality science education under
budgetary constraints.
Dr Amara ’ s faculty pays for all of the equipment and supplies. They provide access to modern science technology
and instruction, including a fluorescent microscope and Manitoba ’ s first flash gel system for sorting DNA. Graduate students
work in the lab with teachers and their classes. Each of the chemistry and physics labs
has the capacity for 15 people. We were led by 2 of our division ’ s teachers who had
attended a Summer Institute session last August.
On our visit we learned how to use pipettes, stain HeLa cells, and extract
strawberry DNA with the help of a centrifuge. It was a very stimulating day. As a result
of our excitement, we wanted to learn how to use the equipment ourselves in order to
bring our students to where science is alive. We formed an educational leave group
and have been granted time to explore the facility and create some user guides for future classes.
It ’ s a start. Dr Amara ’ s vision is to have more satellite labs open. He has the
funds, but he needs the building space. As of now, "This
( S even Oaks ) is the only school division that we will
provide all workshops, seminars, and conferences for free
because of the initiatives and interests that some teachers
from this school division has clearly demonstrated."
We ’ re starting our time this September. Keep
watching the Acorn for further reports from the lab!

Image of Dr. Francis Amara: http://
manitobaliberals.blogspot.com/2009/12/inner-cityscience-centre-at-niji.html

